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The 2017 rally may be about to suffer a plot twist.

The stock market could be close to hitting a wall, warns David Bianco of
Deutsche Asset Management.

"I do think we're going to have about a 5 percent pullback that puts the
S&P at about 2,300," Bianco, who is the firm's chief investment
strategist, said Wednesday on CNBC's "Trading Nation." "The markets
are going to be challenged in the autumn — September and October."

It's not just a seasonal forecast, but one that is rooted in uncertainties
coming out of the Federal Reserve and Washington — particularly
when it comes to the future of President Donald Trump's corporate tax
cut plans.

"That would certainly get the market probably higher from here even
by year-end if that's passed and all finished by the end of the year,"
said Bianco.

But he acknowledges there are still doubts on whether tax cuts will get
passed in the coming months. He also cites the uncertainty brewing on
Wall Street over whether the Fed will raise interest rates in December.

"If there are more doubts on the Fed hiking in December, people are
not going to want to own banks going into year-end," added Bianco.

Despite what might feel like a painful turn, he doesn't want investors to
get too bearish..

"We feel pretty comfortable that this is going to be a bull market with
legs for the next year or two — and quite possibly three more years," he
said.
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David Bianco says stocks are set to
slip  
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North Korea could threaten China's
market rally, warns Stephen Roach

China's market rally becomes more vulnerable
as North Korea advances its nuclear program,
according to Yale University's Stephen Roach.

A big week for US data may clash with
bullish market sentiment

The non-manufacturing report is set to come
out days ahead of the closely watched US
employment situation report.

Energy and financials on the verge of
crossing key levels. Here’s what it means

As much of the equity market marches to new
highs on Monday, I'm keeping an eye on two
groups of stocks specifically.

Dow rises to record but rest of market
rolls over on tech woes

The Dow notched a record closing high after
the Senate narrowly passed a major tax bill
over the weekend.

Amazon’s amazing run is headed for trouble, technical
strategist says
With tax reform done, Wall Street bull Jeremy Siegel
thinks Dow 25K is just around the corner
The dollar took a dive on Friday, but it could catch a bid
next week
Stocks close lower after Michael Flynn report sends Wall
Street on wild ride
Brief dip aside, history suggests that big gains are in
store for the market in December
Transport stocks are on fire this week, and may be set
for more gains
Dow stock Caterpillar and two others could propel the
index to 25,000
Apple is in for a 10% year-end rally, charts suggest
When it comes to 2018 investing, ‘boring’ is better,
portfolio manager says
Dow rips 331 points higher, closes above 24,000 as
chances of Senate tax bill passing rise
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In the meantime, Bianco is telling clients to stick with what's working in
order to temper any near-term sell-off damage.

"Stay with growth stocks," said Bianco, who particularly likes
technology and health care in this environment.

He refers to cyclical value stocks among the areas most vulnerable in
the coming days and weeks.

"Be careful on cyclical value which is energy, industrials and also
financials," he cautioned.

Bianco believes stocks will trade back around current levels by the end
of the year — which would mean around 2,450 for the S&P 500 and
21,900 for the Dow.

Do you believe a five percent stock market pullback will happen in
September?

Yes

No

Maybe

Disclaimer

Stephanie Landsman
Producer, CNBC’s "Fast Money"

RELATED SECURITIES

Symbol Price  Change %Change

XLK 62.96  0.47 0.75%

XLF 28.02  0.02 0.07%

XLI 74.03
 

-0.18 -0.24%

XLE 69.69  0.04 0.06%

S&P 500 2643.20  3.76 0.14%
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The full interview with David Bianco
of Deutsche Asset Management  
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Stephen Roach, senior fellow at Yale
University, discusses Asian markets with Eric
Chemi.



Yale’s Stephen Roach on China-U.S.
trade, North Korea and more  

Stephen Roach, senior fellow at Yale
University, discusses international stock
markets with Eric Chemi.



Yale’s Stephen Roach on the recent
volatility in Chinese stocks  

Ari Wald of Oppenheimer sees further upside
ahead for bank stocks. He and Boris
Schlossberg of BK Asset Management discuss
with Eric Chemi.



Why the bank breakout has more
room to run  

Stacey
Gilbert

Stacey Gilbert
Stacey Gilbert is the head of derivative
strategy at Susquehanna.

Lawrence McDonald
Managing Director, ACG Analytics

Rich Ross Rich Ross
Managing Director, Head of Technical Analysis,
Evercore ISI
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